February 1, 2016
Reading Story/Language arts: Ruby in her own time; pink, bring, bank, thank, rang, sang, wing, blank, wink, sting
Math- Students will know how to tell time and measure objects in classroom and at home
Social studies- Families
Science- Physical properties

Dates to Remember
February 2 100th day of school
February 8th: Candy Money due
February 12: Valentines Party

Spelling Words
pink  bring  bank
thank  rang  sang
wing  blank  wink

Tricky words:
their laugh would

Homework for This Week
Monday: Fluency Sheet
Tuesday: Math Homework, Fluency sheet
Wednesday: Fluency sheet
Thursday: Fluency sheet, Math Homework,
Friday- spelling test and spirit day
Every Night Read and have your parents sign the McDonalds’ Log. Read library books so you can take an AR test.

Go to: http://www.spellingcity.com
https://www.kids-za-z.com/main/Login:
Teacher user name: acook1

Wish List
Dry Erase markers

Always do your best!

Contact information:
School # 910-739-3864
You can also text or leave me a voice message at 1-336-701-6258

Classroom Note to Parents
You can go to www.youtube.com and listen to the weekly story if you have internet service or a Smart Phone. If you do not it is alright because we read the story in class every day. This will give you the opportunity to listen to the story with your child.

Technology Corner
**Students have their passwords. Please let them practice on IXL and Lexia Core 5 daily.